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Abstract. This contribution presents a brief survey of clipping and intersection algorithms in $E^2$ and $E^3$ with a nearly complete list of relevant references. Some algorithms use the projective extension of the Euclidean space and vector-vector operations, which supports GPU and SSE use. This survey is intended as help to researchers, students, and practitioners dealing with intersection and clipping algorithms.  
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1 Introduction

Intersection algorithms are the key algorithms in many areas, e.g. in geometry intersection algorithms of two lines in $E^2$ or three planes in $E^3$. Many of those algorithms are part of standard courses and based on formulations in the Euclidean geometry, e.g. Schneider-Eberly[149]. However, there is a problem with results in an infinity or close to an infinity in some cases. Some cases can be solved using the projective extension of the Euclidean space extension of duality Skala[168]. The projective extension enables to represent points in an infinity and using the principle of duality to solve dual problems by the same algorithm Skala[167].

Also, as this approach leads to formulations using vector-vector operations, it is convenient for GPU and SSE use.

Algorithms for intersections of different geometric entities in $E^2$ and $E^3$ are studied for a long time from different aspects as their robustness and the precision of numerical computations is severely influenced by the limited numerical precision available at today’s computer system. It is well known, that $(1/3) * 3 \neq 1$ in "the computer world". Even a simple summation $S = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i$ is not easy Skala[171].

1 The PDF drafts of the Skala’s papers can be found at the papers repository http://afrodita.zcu.cz/~skala/publications.htm
It should be noted that, not only in geometry oriented algorithms, a special care has to be devoted to the cases where differences between mathematics with infinite precision and mathematics with a limited precision might cause problems which could lead to the unexpected and incorrect results, sometimes also leads to disasters.

Unfortunately, programmers and computer scientists are mostly targeted to "the technology of implementation". They have a limited understanding of numerical aspects of today's numerical data representation limited more or less to the IEEE floating-point representation IEEE-754[218]. Despite of the technological progress, the binary128 and binary256 precisions IEEE-754[218] are not supported in hardware.

It appears that there is no possibility to represent rational, irrational and transcendental numbers used in mathematics, where unlimited precision is expected, e.g. what is the difference of the value of $\pi$ and $(\text{longreal } \pi)^{(\text{longreal } \pi)}$ if the IEEE-754 representation is used?

Line, half-line (ray), line segment and triangle-triangle intersection algorithms are considered as fundamental algorithms in nearly all algorithms dealing with geometrical aspects.

In computer graphics, some intersection algorithms are called clipping algorithms and serve to determine a part of one geometric entity inside of the second one.

2 Relevant books and journals

There are many books published related to intersection algorithms, clipping and computer graphics, which give more context, deeper understanding (*some books are available for free download via link.Springer.com), e.g.:

  **highly recommended,**
- Salomon,D.: Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling[146],
- Lengyel,E.: Mathematics for 3D Game Programming and Computer Graphics[95],
  basic mathematical description of mathematics for undergraduates,
- Foley,J.D., van Dam,A., Feiner,S., Hughes,J.F.: Computer graphics - principles and practice[53],
- Ferguson,R.S.: Practical Algorithms for 3D Computer Graphics[52],
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There are also computer graphics books using OpenGL interface, e.g.:

- Angel, E., Shreiner, D.: Interactive Computer Graphics[7],

More advanced books using Geometric Algebra and Conformal Geometry Algebra approaches are recommended for a deeper study, e.g.:

- Vince, J.: Geometric Algebra: An Algebraic System for Computer Games and Animation[201],
- Vince, J.: Geometric Algebra for Computer Graphics[204],
- Dorst, L., Fontijne, D., Mann, S.: Geometric Algebra for Computer Science: An Object-Oriented Approach to Geometry[42],

A short description of barycentric coordinates using geometry algebra approach is available at Skala[166].

It is also recommended to study the historical books, e.g.:

- Mortenson, M.E.: Computer Graphics: An Introduction to the Mathematics and Geometry[121],
- Salomon, D.: Transformations and Projections in Computer Graphics[147],
- Akenine-Moller, T., Haines, E., Hoffman, N.: Real-Time Rendering[3],
- Eberly, D.H.: Game Physics[47],
- Pharr, M., Jakob, W., Humphreys, G.: Physically Based Rendering: From Theory to Implementation[131],
In the following a brief classification of intersection algorithms in 2D and 3D will be made with short characteristics as Wiki[217]. The above-mentioned books present principles of the relevant methods and algorithms. Also, an overview of algorithms can be found in Skala[183] and the Bui’s PhD[16]. A deeper analysis, comparisons, classifications etc. can be found in the relevant papers.

There are so many fundamental algorithms variants that differ in some aspects; mainly, the timing factor is the primary motivation. However, claimed speed up mostly depends on the hardware properties (caching etc.), programmer’s skill and actual language and compiler used.

3 Intersection algorithms in 2D

Algorithms for intersections of different 2D geometric entities are studied for a long time from various aspects, primarily due to computation speed, robustness and limited numerical precision of the floating-point representation. The majority of 2D algorithms deals with an intersection of a line or a half-line (ray) or a line segment with 2D geometric entity, e.g. a rectangle, convex polygon, non-convex polygon, quadric and cubic curves, parametric curves and areas with quadratic arcs Skala[172][181][182], etc.

3.1 Intersection with a rectangular area

Intersection algorithms with a rectangular area (window) are well known as line clipping or as line segment clipping algorithms were developed and used
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for a flight simulator project led by Cohen[23] in 1967. An efficient coding of a line segment position coding leading to significant computational reduction was introduced in Sproull&Sutherland[189] and patented by Sutherland[192] in 1972. The Cohen&Sutherland algorithm is described in Newman[123], Comminos[25], Matthes[113], Matthes[114], etc.

The Cohen-Sutherland algorithm can be extended to the 3D case, i.e. intersection of a line with a cube or right parallelepiped. The Cohen-Sutherland algorithm was improved by Nicholl–Lee–Nicholl[124] and Bui[17] by classification of some possible cases. Ultimate cases classification was made by Skala[175] in 2021. The algorithms Liang-Barsky[102] and Doerr[46] are based on direct intersection computation of a line with polygon edges in the parametric form. Simple and robust 3D Clipping algorithms based on projective representation and homogeneous coordinates using a separation of the convex polygon vertices by the given line was presented in Skala[164],[165],[169],[173].

Other known proposed algorithms can be found in references Bui[16], Andreev[6], Bao[10], Devai[36],[37],[38], Duvalenko[43],[44],[45], Cai[18], Day[31],[32], Evangelie[51], Kaijian[78], Kodituwakku[82], Kong[87], Mailot[110], Wei[213], Slater[187], Ray[136],[137],[138],[139], Li[96], Singh[156], Dev[35], Tran[197], Wang[205].

Some additional modifications of algorithms were published in Brackenbury[15], Chen[21],[22], Brackenbury[15], Dimri2015[40],[41], Ellriki[49], Hattab[62], Iraji[73], Jiang[74], Jianrong[75], Kumar[90], Kuzmin[92], Li[98],[100], Meriaux[119], Molla[120], Nisha[126], Nisha[127], Sobkow[188], Sharma[153], Skala[184], Wang[206],[207],[209],[210], Yang[225], Pandey[129] and Bhuiyan[11]. Algorithms for clipping Bezier and Hermit parametric curve by a rectangular area was published in Skala[174]. Dawod[30] presented FPGA solution for a line clipping.

Analysis and comparisons of some clipping algorithms were published in Krammer[88], Skala[179],[180], Nisha[126],[127] and Ray[137]. Algorithms for triangle-triangle intersections were presented by Sabharwal[143],[144],[145].

3.2 Intersection with polygons

Generic solutions for polygon clipping was developed by Weiler&Atherton[215], Rappaport[135], Vatti[200], Wu[222], Xie[224], Zhang[227]. Boolean operations with polygons were introduced by Rivero[140] and Martinez[112].

Algorithms for line clipping by a polygon depend on the polygon property, i.e. if the polygon is convex or non-convex. In the case of convex polygons, the convexity property and ordering of vertices enable to decrease complexity to $O(lgN)$. However, in the non-convex polygon cases, when the polygon can be self-intersecting, etc., problems with a robustness of computation can be expected, in some cases a three-value logic is to be used, e.g. Skala[181],[182].

Convex polygons The Cyrus-Beck’s[28] algorithm is the famous algorithm for line-convex polygon clipping. It is based on computation of a parameter $t$ of a line in the parametric form and edges of the given convex polygon. The algorithm
is of $O(N)$ computational complexity. The algorithm can be extended for the $E^3$ case. Some improvements and modifications were described by Skala[157]. As the edges of the convex polygon are ordered, algorithm with the $O(\lg N)$ was derived by Skala[158]. An algorithm based on space subdivision was described in Slater[187].

Another approach based on the implicit form of the given line and convex polygon vertices classification was developed in Skala[176] and modified by Konashkova[85][86]. Another algorithm based S-Clip was described in Skala[176]. Another algorithm for a line segment clipping based on the line segment endpoints evaluation with $O(N)$ complexity was described by Matthes&Drakopoulos[115].

The Liang-Barsky algorithm[101][102] is based on direct intersection computation of a line with the convex polygon edges in the parametric form and has $O(N)$ computational complexity, too.

The algorithm with a run-time $O(1)$ complexity using pre-computation was developed by Skala[160][162]. The algorithm was motivated by the scan-line raster conversion used recently for solving visibility in rendering. The memory requirements depend on the geometrical properties of the given convex polygon. A comparison of the $O(1)$ algorithm with the Cyrus-Beck algorithm is presented in Skala[185][186].

Other related algorithms or modification of existing ones were published in: Sun[191], Vatti[200], Wang[208], Li[97], Nishita[128], Gupta[60], Wijeweera[216], Raja[133] and Sharma[151][152] uses the affine transformation, Zheng[228] uses a linear programming method for ray-polyhedron intersection.

Non-convex polygons Probably, the first algorithm dealing with non-convex polygon clipping was published by Sutherland&Hodgman in the Reentrant polygon clipping algorithm paper[193] in 1974, followed by Weiler&Atherton algorithm for polygon-polygon clipping [214][215], Rappaport[135],

Intersections with arbitrary non-convex non-convex polygons were described in Greiner[57] and solutions of "the singular" (degenerated) cases were described in Skala[181] and Foster[54]. A robust solution of triangle-triangle intersection in $E^2$ is described in McCoid[116]. Other algorithms or modifications are described in Dimri[40], Evangeline[51], Tang[194], Lu[105][106] and the affine transformations are used in Huang[69][70][71].

An algorithm that handles also arcs and uses a three-value logic to handle singular cases properly, including self-intersecting non-convex triangles, was described in Skala[172][181][182]. Algorithm for circular arc was described in Van Wyk[199], for overlapping areas by Li[99] and for circular window in Lu[107], Kumar[91]. Wu[221] presented algorithm for intersection of parabola segments against circular windows. The paper Kui Liu[89] and Landier[94] present algorithms for union and intersection operations with polygons.
3.3 Clipping using homogeneous coordinates

Homogeneous coordinates are used in computer graphics not only for geometric transformations. Sproull[189] use them in the Clipping divider in 1968. Arockiasamy[8] use them with duality in 1989. Blinn[13][14] described the clipping pipeline using the projective extension of the Euclidean space. Nielsen[125] described use of semi-homogeneous coordinates for clipping, more general view was published by Stolfi[190].

New approach to 2D clipping based on separation of the convex polygon vertices by the given line was presented in Skala[164][165][169][173], Kolingerova[83]. The principle of duality Johnson[76] presents duality between line clipping and point-in-polygon problem.

4 Intersection algorithms in 3D

Intersection algorithms in 3D are widely used in many applications. An overview of the clipping algorithms is given in the Bui’s PhD [16]. Intersection of a line segment with a polygon in 3D was studied in Segura[150], the intersection of polygonal models was analyzed by Melero[118].

Algorithms for 3D clipping were over-viewed in Skala[183] and Bui’s PhD[16]. A comparative study of selected algorithms was presented by Kolingerova[84]. Reliable intersection tests with geometrical objects were published by Held[66].

4.1 Line-viewing pyramid

Special attention was given recently to a line clipping by a pyramid in 3D due to the perspective pyramid clipping. The problem was analyzed very recently Cohen[23], Sproull[189], Blinn[13][14][12], Skala[177][178].

Convex polyhedron case The Cyrus-Beck’s[28] algorithm is probably the famous algorithm for line-convex polyhedron clipping in $E^3$. It is based on computation of a parameter $t$ of a line in the parametric form and plane of the given face of the convex polyhedron. The algorithm is of $O(N)$ computational complexity. Rogers[141] published a general clipping algorithm in 3D in 1995.

The algorithm with $O_{exp}(\sqrt{N})$ complexity was described in Skala[163]. The algorithm is based on two planes representing the given line in $E^3$ and the search of the neighbours in the triangular mesh of the given polygon. The algorithm was modified by Konashkova[86]. An interesting approach using the vertex connection table was published in Konashkova[85].

Using pre-computation, the algorithm in $E^3$ with a run-time $O(1)$ complexity was developed by Skala[161]; a comparison was presented in Skala[186].
Ray-convex polyhedron

Extensive list of relevant publications can be found via Wiki[219].

Intersection of a line or a ray with a triangle can be also found in an algorithms presented by Havel[63] using the SSE4 instructions, Xiao[223] using GPUs and Skala[168] using the barycentric coordinates computation in the homogeneous coordinates, Rajan[134] uses dual-precision fixed-point arithmetic for low-power ray-triangle intersections. Platis&Theoharisis[132] published algorithm for ray-tetrahedron intersection using the Plucker coordinates. The intersection with the AABBBox is described in Eisemann[48], Kodituwakku[81], Maonica[111] and Mahovsky[108]. Other algorithms are available in Sharma[153], Skala[159], Williams[220], Llanas[103], Lagae[93] and Amanatides[4].

Intersection with complex objects

Intersection computation with implicitly defined objects were published by Petrie[130] (Real Time Ray Tracing of Analytic and Implicit Surfaces), intersection with a torus was published by Cychosz[27] and alternative formulations were given in Skala[170]. Intersection with general quadrics using the homogeneous coordinates was described in Skala[172] and clipping by a spherical window was published by Deng[34].

However, as polygonal models are mostly formed by triangular surfaces a special attention is also targeted to triangle – triangle intersections.

Triangle-Triangle intersection in 3D

Computation of intersection of triangles is probably the most important as nearly all Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems depend on efficient, robust and reliable computation. In the CAD systems two different data sets are usually used:

– set of triangles - there is no connection between triangles; typical example is the STL format for 3D print
– triangular mesh - there is information on the neighbors of the given triangles and triangles sharing the given vertex; a typical example is the winged edge or the half-edge data structures

An efficient triangle-triangle intersection algorithm was developed by Moeller-Trumbore[122]. Other methods or approaches were described by Chang[20], Danaei[29], Devillers[39], Elsheikh[50], Guigue-Devillers[58], Jokanović[77], McLaughlin[117], Roy[142], Lo[104], Shen&Ami[154], Tropp&Tal[198], Wei[212], Ye[226]. Clipping triangular strips using homogeneous coordinates was described by Maillot[109] in GEM II[9]. Parallel exact algorithm for the intersection of large 3D triangular meshes was described in de Magalhães[33]. Comparison of triangle-triangle tests on GPU was described in Xiao[223].

5 Conclusion

This contribution briefly summarizes known clipping algorithms with some extents to the intersection and ray-tracing algorithms. The list of published papers
related to clipping algorithms should be complete to the author’s knowledge and extensive search via Web of Science, Scopus, Research Gate and WEB search with the related topics. The relevant DOIs were included, if found. If other source was found, the relevant URL was included. Unfortunately, some papers are not publicly available.

There is a hope, that this summary will help researchers, students and software developers to find the relevant papers easily.

However, users are urged to consider a limited precision of the floating-point representation[218] and numerical robustness issues to proper handling near singular cases in the actual implementations.

Surprisingly, during the study and this summary preparation, there are still some problems to be explored more deeply, like a robust and efficient intersection of triangular meshes; application of triangle-triangle intersection algorithms leads to inconsistencies, inefficiency, and unreliability in general Those topics will be explored more in future work.
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